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On September 19, 1986, at 1747, the following actuations occurred due to
radiation monitor 3-RM-90-140 (refuel zone ventilation radiation monitor)
spiking high: an inadvertent actuation of the standby gas treatment system
trains A, B, and C, control room emergency ventilation system A and B trains
occurred, the refuel zone isolated, and unit 3 primary containment group 6
(drywell purging and venting) isolated. The unit 3 operator secured the
systems to standby readiness by 1750. Investigation revealed a momentary

spite with no activity in the vicinity which could have caused the radiation
monitor to spite high. Functional tests were performed and the radiation
monitor was returned to service.

Three more spiking incidents occurred in the next twelve days which resulted
in the same safety system actuations. Two of these events were reset within
six minutes. The last event was left tripped for seven days to allow
extensive troubleshooting. Corrective action for the second and third
events resulted in the detector and converter unit being replaced. This

solved the spiking problems for seven days, but then the radiation monitor
3-RM-90-140 spiked on October 1, 1986. The detector and converter unit that
was installed on September 25, 1986 was found to exhibit an excessive bincrease in its noise band, and again the detector and converter unit was
replaced. Since this last replacement, no further spikes have occurred,
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Units 1 and 2 were in refueling outages and unit 3 was in an extended
maintenance outage. This report consists of four similar events which
involve the inadvertent trip of refuel zone ventilation radiation monitor

'3-RM-90-140.

On September 19, 1986, at 1747, 3-RM-90-140 momentarily spiked and caused
initiation of the standby gas treatment trains A, B, and C (BH), control room
emergency ventilation systems A and B (VI), unit 1, 2, and 3 common refuel
zone isolation (BG), and unit 3 primary-containment group 6 (drywell purging
and venting [VB]) isolation. After verification of normal radiological
conditions, the licensed reactor operator reset the safety systems by 1750.
These actuations worked as designed and were in the conservative direction
with regard to reactor safety. Investigation into this spike revealed no
apparent problem and Surveillance Instruction (SI) 4.8.B.4 was performed
returning 3-RM-90-140 to service.

Two spikes on 3-RM-90-140 occurred on September 23, 1986 at 0434 and 0956.
The four required safety systems actuated as designed and were reset within
six minutes. However, later at 2107, 3-RM-90-140 was declared inoperable for
further evaluation and the safety systems were tripped and reset at 1300 on
September 25, 1986. A' previous spiking problem had been determined.to be
caused by poor connector makeups; therefore, all connectors were checked for
proper makeup and found to be good. Next, the detector and converter unit
was replaced due to advice from the vendor that this is the most likely cause
of spurious signals. The newly installed detector and converter unit was
closely observed for the first twenty-four hours. It was noted it displayed
a noise band from 20 mr/hr to 30 mc/hr. No further problems were detected
and the SI 4.8.B.4 was performed returning the 3-RM-90-140 to service on
September 25, 1986.

On October 1, 1986, at 0850, a fourth similar spike occurred on 3-RM-90-140.
This time the recorder showed continuous high readings bumping the high trip
setpoint. The four safety system actuations occurred as before and were left
sealed in for an extended troubleshooting period.

Maintenance personnel found that the detector and converter unit noise band
had increased from the 20-30 mr/hr level to 40-70 mr/hr with 67 mc/hr being
the trip setpoint. For this reason, the detector and converter unit was
again replaced and watched for a week prior to returning 3-RM-90-140 to
service. Also, the trip unit had to be replaced due to the continuous high

~

readings, which oscillated the trip point causing internal trip unit damage.
During this week of observation, the radiation monitor displayed a low noise
band with no increases. Also, detectors from 3-RM-90-140 and 3-RM-90-141
were swapped for an eight-hour period to observe if any differences
occurred. None occurred. Thus, on October 8, 1986, at 1400, 3-RM-90-140 was
returned to service. No problems have recurred to date. Both failed
detector and converter units and the trip unit have been held for a failure
analysis to be performed by the vendor.
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Even though there appears to be a chronic problem with the detector and
converter units, all failures have resulted in the radiation monitors
spuriously spiking to alarm setpoints. Since this is in the conservative
direction with regard to actuating safety equipment, and the monitors were
operational-for sensing radiation contamination up to the time of actually
tripping the alarm setpoints, the radiation monitor was performing its design
function and no inability to isolate containment occurred.

The radiation monitor is manufactured by General Electric and is
Model 194X927G14.

Previous Similar Events - BFRO-259/86019; 259/85035

Responsible Section - N/A
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
l

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
P.O. Box 2000

Decatur, Alabama 35602

October 17, 1986

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comaission
Document Control Dest
Washington, D.C. 20555.

Dear Sir:

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 3 - DOCKET
NO. 50-296 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-68 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT
BPRO-50-296/86010

The enclosed report provides details concerning inadvertent secondary containment
isolation from numerous radiation monitor spikes. This report is submitted in
accordance to 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(iv).

Very truly yours.

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

/RobertL.Lew[s
Plant Manager
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant

Enclosures
cc (Enclosures):

Regional Administration INPO Records Center
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Suite 1500
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Region II Atlanta, Georgia 30339
101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900

~

Atlanta, Georgia 30303

NRC Resident Inspector, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
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